Fady Yecob
Software Engineer
Contact
Available upon request
Available upon request
Hengelo, Netherlands

Links
fadyyecob.com
linkedin.com/in/fadyyecob-88572688
upwork.com/o/profiles/
users/
_~013984f43006ee3e7b
github.com/fadyyecob

Languages
English - Native or bilingual
Dutch - Native or bilingual
German - Basic proficiency
Arabic - Basic speaking
proficiency

Hobbies
Guitar (since 2010)
Skateboarding

Profile
Skilled software developer with several years of experience. Currently
focusing on iOS development.

Experience
01/2019 - present
10/2017 - present

09/2016 - present

02/2016 - 07/2016

09/2014 - 02/2015

iOS Developer at Takeaway.com in Enschede
Currently working on the iOS app of one of Europe’s
biggest food delivery services.
Freelance iOS developer
Helped several clients either develop iOS apps from
scratch, add a certain feature or fix bugs. An
example includes a music app where users could
listen to songs.
iOS Software Developer at WAME.eu (now sstsoftware.nl) in Enschede
Worked on several business related iOS apps. An
example includes an app where electricians can log
data (through forms) and upload it to a server.
Graduation thesis (iOS) at WAME.eu in Enschede
Created a tool that allows developers to quickly
create iOS CRUD (Create, Read, Update Delete)
forms.
Internship Bert (wearebert.com), backend web
developer
Worked on several websites using the Symfony
framework.

Education
09/2016 - 09/2017

09/2012 - 08/2016

University of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands Computer Science pre Master
Followed a few mathematical (e.g. discrete
mathematics) and research courses at the University
of Twente.
Saxion, Enschede, Netherlands - Bachelor’s
degree Information Technology
Graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in IT at Saxion. I
specialised in mobile development (followed iOS
courses) during my Bachelor’s degree.

Technical Skills
Swift & Objective-C Developed both iOS and macOS apps using the
Xcode IDE. Experience with Swift since version 1.
Java
Developed using Java and the Android SDK.
C++
Developed using plain C++ and with the Qt
framework.
PHP
Developed using frameworks Laravel and Symfony.
Web Development
Developed using HTML, CSS & JavaScript. Also
developed using framework/libraries such as jQuery,
Angular & Ionic.
SQL
Experience with MySQL and SQLite
Version Control
Experience with using Git through a GUI or
command line.

